We propose a simple but effective image segmentation method not based on thresholding but on a merging strategy by evaluating joint probability of gray levels on co-occurrence matrix. The effectiveness of the proposed method is shown through a segmentation experiment.
Introduction
Thresholding is the most popular segmentation method, despite it is not the only way to segment image, because of its simplicity and effectiveness. Therefore many approaches [1] - [3] have been suggested to select an optimal threshold value which minimizes the overlapping distribution of gray levels. To improve the separability of the overlapping regions, segmentation methods which do not need to choose a threshold have been proposed [4] - [7] . Although the methods are simple and effective for binary segmentation, they have time-consuming problem for multiple segmentation because of complexity of feature sets and/or criterion functions [2] , [6] .
To overcome the drawbacks and improve separability, we propose a very simple and effective image segmentation method not based on thresholding but on merging strategy by evaluating joint probability of gray levels on co-occurrence matrix. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, we provide binary and multi-segmentation results and comparison with Arifin and Asano's method [2] using hierarchical clustering method and median cut algorithm [7] which is very popular quantization method.
The Proposed Method
Co-occurrence matrix, which is defined a tabulation of how often different combinations of the gray levels occur in an image, represents second-order joint statistics and normalized co-occurrence matrix represents joint probability. For an image of size M × N with L gray levels, we define an L × L dimensional co-occurrence matrix C i j , normalized cooccurrence matrix p i j , and occurrence probability h i , h j of gray levels i, j as follow [8] 
where I(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel at the spatial location (x, y), S is a set of coordinates of 3×3 mask at the center (x, y) except (x, y), and i and j represent the gray levels.
In the co-occurrence matrix, lower probability a pair of gray levels has, lower spatial relation the gray levels have. On the contrary, higher probability a pair of gray levels has, higher spatial relation the gray levels have. Based on the concept, a gray level that has low joint probability with itself against the occurrence probability means to have a scattered distribution and/or no pattern with itself. Such a gray level might be merged into another gray level that has high joint probability and near distance with it. Therefore we define following two functions to obtain the gray level to be merged and the target gray level:
where
2 is defined as the distance between the gray levels i * and j. Using the Eq. (4), the gray level i * to be merged is selected, and the target gray level j * , which absorbs the gray level selected from Eq. (4), is selected by Eq. (5). After the gray levels i * and j * are obtained, the gray level i * is merged into j * . Working from this merging strategy on cooccurrence matrix, we can reduce the number of gray levels. Our proposed approach is summarized as follow:
Step 1: Obtain co-occurrence matrix C i j and normalized cooccurrence matrix p i j by Eqs. (1) and (2).
Step 2: Set the number of classes (i.e., segmentation) k.
Step 3: Repeat following merging Steps (L − k) times.
Step 3-1: Find the gray level i * that has the minimum Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers joint probability against occurrence probability with itself by Eq. (4).
Step 3-2: Find the target gray level j * that has the maximum joint probability and minimum distance with the gray level i * in Eq. (5).
Step 3-3: Merge the gray level i * into the target gray level j * .
Step 4: Finally k segmented image is obtained.
Illustrative Example and Experimental Results
To illustrate the proposed method, we provide an illustrative example shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 (a) shows the initial state of gray levels G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 with normalized co-occurrence values and distances between gray levels obtained in Step 1. From the initial state, if the number of classes k is set as '2' in Step 2, then two times merging process is required. In the case of example, the gray levels G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 have '0.3', '0.1', '0.1', '0.2' joint probability with itself and the occurrence probabilities are '0.4', '0.15', '0.2', '0.25', respectively. Therefore, for the first time merging stage, the gray level G 3 is selected as the gray level to be merged by Step 3-1. After the gray level G 3 is selected, we have to select the target gray level which has maximum joint probability and minimum distance with the gray level G 3 . The gray levels G 1 , G 2 , G 4 have '0.05', '0', '0' joint probability and '4', '9', '1' distance, respectively, with the gray level G 3 . Therefore, using Eq. (5), the gray level G 1 is selected as the target gray level in Step 3-2 shown in Fig. 1 (b) . From the Fig. 1 (b) , the gray level G 3 is merged into the gray level G 1 . After the first merging stage, the state of the remained gray levels G 1 , G 2 , G 4 is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Using the same strategy, the second stage merging process is performed. As a result of example shown in Fig. 1 (d) , we have that the gray levels [G 1 , G 3 ] are assigned as class 1, and the gray levels [G 2 , G 4 ] are assigned as class 2.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we applied the conventional methods (Arifin and Asano's method [2] , and median cut algorithm [7] ) along with the proposed method to Image1 [9] , Image2, and Image3 [10] shown in Fig. 2 . The segmentation results are shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5.
From Fig. 2 , Image1, Image2, and Image3 consist of 104, 215, and 255 numbers of gray levels, respectively.
For the binary results of Figs. 3, 4 , and 5, the proposed method segments clear regions for character, contours of people, and details. Moreover, for multi-segmentation results, the proposed method provides comparable results to conventional methods. In particular, for 8 multisegmentation results of Image3, the proposed method provides more clear segmentation result than the others in the details of clothes. In case of the four levels segmentation, median cut algorithm provides the best results for Image1 and Image3. However, in case of the four levels segmentation for Image2, the result of median cut algorithm contains more noises than other methods even though the image by the median cut algorithm is brighter than those by the other methods.
Moreover the median cut algorithm requires nk processing complexity, where n denotes the number of pixels of the given image and k is the number of segmentation levels [11] . However the proposed method and Arifin and Asano's method require (L−k), where L denotes the number of gray levels, iterative merging process, respectively [2] . Although, from the segmentation results and comparison of computational complexities, the proposed method does not always provide the best segmentation performance, the proposed method gives similar or better results than conventional methods with low complexity.
Conclusion
We proposed a very simple and effective image segmentation method. The proposed method segments the given image into the given number of levels based on iterative merging strategy. Moreover the pair of gray levels for merging is selected by evaluating joint probability of gray levels on co-occurrence matrix. Through a segmentation experiment, the effectiveness of the proposed method was shown.
However the proposed method has limitation that it can be applied only to gray images. Therefore the extended research, which is possible to use in color image as well, is required as further research.
